
Overview

Proposed Grip Road Gravel Mine Haul Route
From Belleville Mine on Old Highway 99 to the 

Grip Road Entrance.



Description: The haul route from Belleville mine near Kelleher Road and Old Highway 99 North.  Traveling 
North on Old 99 to Prairie Road, East on Prairie Road to Grip Road, East on Grip Road to the entrance of the 
haul road, North approximately 2 miles on the gravel haul road.

Issues: The permit does not limit traffic to this route.  The permit allows for direct to market sales – meaning 
trucks can leave from the mine to wherever the market takes them.  Going East on Grip Road there are 4 more 
90 degree turns.  Going East on Prairie Road goes through about 2 miles of narrow, curved road.  Truck and pup 
trailers would have issues on at least one of these corners.  Going South on F&S takes trucks through a very 
limited view intersection (slide later)
Only the proposed haul route has been officially reviewed by CNW and Skagit County.



Description: The haul route from Belleville mine near Kelleher Road and Old Highway 99 
North.  Traveling North on Old 99 to Prairie Road, East on Prairie Road to Grip Road, East 
on Grip Road to the entrance of the haul road, North approximately 2 miles on the gravel 
haul road.

Issues: The permit does not limit traffic to this route.  The permit allows for direct to 
market sales – meaning trucks can leave from the mine to wherever the market takes 
them.  Going East on Grip Road there are 4 more 90 degree turns.  Going East on Prairie 
Road goes through about 2 miles of narrow, curved road.  Truck and pup trailers would 
have issues on at least one of these corners.  Going South on F&S takes trucks through a 
very limited view intersection (slide later)
Only the proposed haul route has been officially reviewed by CNW and Skagit County.



Proposed Haul Route Details



Description: The start of the haul route from Belleville mine.  Nice wide entrance with very good sight distance.  
Both right- and left-hand turn lanes for trucks exiting Old Highway 99.

Issues: None
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Description: This is the Samish River bridge on Old 99.  Last year the bridge was shutdown to make repairs.  
Recently a weight limit was imposed, then the bridge traffic reduced to one lane for inspection.  At some time 
later this year, the bridge will be closed again for repairs. 

Issues: Alternative haul route has not been developed or reviewed in permit process.  Road and/or bridge 
repairs will be required along the haul route over the next 25 years. 
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Description: This is the intersection at Old 99 and Prairie Road. 

Issues: 1) Northbound trucks need to swing wide to the left to keep their pup trailer out of the gravel on the 
right-hand side. 2) North/South traffic does not stop while East/West traffic does. 

People tend to forget who has the right of way after a lengthy wait for North/South traffic to clear.  Dump 
trucks will increase wait times at this intersection and accidents will increase at an intersection that already has 
too many accidents.
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Description: This is the first 90-degree curve just past the Friday Creek Bridge on Prairie Road.  

Issues: 1) East bound trucks can stay in their lane through the corner if the stay high right and cross over the 
fog line.  2) West bound trucks cannot keep their trailer in their lane unless the swing wide and cross the yellow 
line into the East-bound lane.  
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Description: This is the second 90-degree curve past the Friday Creek Bridge on Prairie Road.  

Issues: 1) East bound trucks can stay in their lane through the corner  2) West bound trucks can stay in their 
lane through the corner. 3) Recently installed guard rail starts here.  Guard rail reduces the clear zone (the total 
roadside border area, starting at the edge of traveled way, available for safe use by errant vehicles.  This area may consist
of a shoulder, a recoverable slope, a nonrecoverable slope, and/or a clear run-out area.) 4) This is scary for cyclists and 
pedestrians.  Is also scary for vehicles encountering dump trucks.
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Description: Prairie Road from the 90-degree corners and continuing past Park Ridge Lane. 

Issues: 1) The issue at Park Ridge Lane needs to be fixed regardless of the CNW mining operation.  East bound 
traffic on Prairie Road can pass before Park Ridge Lane.  This creates a situation where someone is passing 
while someone is trying to enter the roadway.  Not a combination many of us want to encounter.  When dump 
truck traffic is added, you will have people trying to pass as soon as possible so they don’t get stuck behind the 
dump truck.  They are slower and you always run the risk of a rock falling off the truck. 2) Already mentioned 
but recently installed guard rail impedes clear space.  3) Regular flooding issues just East of Park Ridge Lane.  4) 
Roadway to the West of Park Ridge Lane all the way to F & S Grade Road causes vehicles to roll side to side as 
the roadway is uneven.  This will be even worse for a 105,000-pound truck and trailer traveling at 50mph.

Note: Otto Day used to walk almost every day through this stretch of road.  He was hit by a logging truck and 
never made it out of the nursing home. 



Description: Close up of new guard rail on Prairie Road.  

Issues: 1) Recently installed guard rail starts here.  Guard rail reduces the clear zone (the total roadside border area, 
starting at the edge of traveled way, available for safe use by errant vehicles.  This area may consist of a shoulder, a 
recoverable slope, a nonrecoverable slope, and/or a clear run-out area.) 4) This is scary for cyclists and pedestrians.  Is 
also scary for vehicles encountering dump trucks.



Description: Start of passing zone near Park Ridge Lane  

Issues: 1) Recently installed guard rail starts here.  Guard rail reduces the clear zone (the total roadside border area, 
starting at the edge of traveled way, available for safe use by errant vehicles.  This area may consist of a shoulder, a 
recoverable slope, a nonrecoverable slope, and/or a clear run-out area.) 4) This is scary for cyclists and pedestrians.  Is 
also scary for vehicles encountering dump trucks.



Guard Rail Ends Here

Description: Prairie Road continuing.

Issues: 1) Already mentioned but recently installed guard rail impedes clear space.  2) Regular flooding issues 
just East of Park Ridge Lane.  3) Roadway to the West of Park Ridge Lane all the way to F & S Grade Road causes 
vehicles to roll side to side as the roadway is uneven.  This will be even worse for a 105,000-pound truck and 
trailer traveling at 50mph. 3) Heavy passing area – autos often travel above the posted 50 mph speed limit. 

Note: Otto Day used to walk almost every day through this stretch of road.  He was hit by a logging truck and 
never made it out of the nursing home. 



Description: Prairie Road continuing.

Issues: 1) Roadway to the West of Park Ridge Lane all the way to F & S Grade Road causes vehicles to roll side 
to side as the roadway is uneven.  This will be even worse for a 105,000-pound truck and trailer traveling at 
50mph. 2) Gravel from the driveway to the house in the white box migrates down hill and creates a speed 
bump crossing the fog line on Prairie Road. 3) Heavy passing area – autos often travel above the posted 50 mph 
speed limit. 4) (20) Potential bus stops on Prairie Road.

Note: Otto Day used to walk almost every day through this stretch of road.  He was hit by a logging truck and 
never made it out of the nursing home. 



Description: This is the intersection of Prairie Road and F & S Grade Road.  

Issues: 1) East Bound traffic tends to lean into the center line due to the geometry of the curve and the 
intersection.  2) West bound traffic cannot see through the corner until they are between 50 and 100 feet from 
the intersection. 



Description: West bound view approximately 100’ from the Prairie Road and F & S Grade Road Intersection.  

Issues: 1) East Bound traffic tends to lean into the center line due to the geometry of the curve and the 
intersection.  2) West bound traffic cannot see through the corner until they are between 50 and 100 feet from 
the intersection. 3) Autos will be looking to pass dump trucks as soon as they clear this corner.  4) Bus stop a 
few hundred feet from this location.
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Description: Grip Road and Prairie Road intersection. 

Issues: 1) East bound trucks will have difficultly keeping their trailer in their lane while turning onto Grip Road.  
2) West bound traffic has a very sub-standard site distance.  3) The “Ultimate fix” as noted by DN Traffic 
Consultants, is to grade the West side of Prairie Road North of the Grip Road intersection.  This option was 
written off as too expensive without providing any cost estimates.  The current recommendation is a traffic 
activated beacon, which was identified as a temporary solution.  We are concerned that the traffic activated 
beacon will be flashing so often that drivers will learn to ignore the light. 4) A county official discussed this 
intersection with a Sherriff dispatched to an accident at Grip and Prairie Road.   The Sheriff said that the 
flashing light is not adequate for the intersection.  He also stated that the configuration of Grip Road is 
insufficient for a truck and a pup.
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Description: Panoramic picture of the Grip Road and Prairie Road intersection. 

Issues: 1) East bound trucks will have difficultly keeping their trailer in their lane while turning onto Grip Road.  
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Description: Picture of the Grip Road and Prairie Road intersection looking to the East for oncoming traffic.

Issues: 1) East bound trucks will have difficultly keeping their trailer in their lane while turning onto Grip Road.  
2) West bound traffic has a very sub-standard site distance.  3) The “Ultimate fix” as noted by DN Traffic 
Consultants, is to grade the West side of Prairie Road North of the Grip Road intersection.  This option was 
written off as too expensive without providing any cost estimates.  The current recommendation is a traffic 
activated beacon, which was identified as a temporary solution.  We are concerned that the traffic activated 
beacon will be flashing so often that drivers will learn to ignore the light. 4) A county official discussed this 
intersection with a Sherriff dispatched to an accident at Grip and Prairie Road.   The Sheriff said that the 
flashing light is not adequate for the intersection.  He also stated that the configuration of Grip Road is 
insufficient for a truck and a pup.



Description: Example of a large truck and trailer traveling through the Prairie Road corner just North of Grip 
Road. 



Description: Picture of the Grip Road at the Samish River and Swede Creek.

Issues: 1) East bound trucks will not be able to stay in their lane crossing the Samish River bridge. 2) No fog line 
on Grip Road.  3) Right of way is only 40’ wide, standard is 60’.  4) This area flood regularly.  5) This section of 
road requires county maintenance two to three times per year. 5) (8) Potential bus stops on Grip Road.



Description: Picture of the Grip Road at the Samish River and Swede Creek.  

Issues: 1) Cannot swing wide to stay in your lane crossing the bridge.  2) West bond traffic has nowhere to get 
out of the way.  3) Right of way is only 40’ wide, standard is 60’.  4) This area flood regularly.  5) This section of 
road requires county maintenance two to three times per year.



Description: Picture of the Grip Road at the Samish River and Swede Creek.  

Issues: 1) Picture taken after recent maintenance due to flooding. 2) No fog line.  3) Right of way is only 40’ 
wide, standard is 60’.  4) This area flood regularly.  5) This section of road requires county maintenance two to 
three times per year.
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Description: S-Curves on Grip Road going up the hill toward the gravel mine entrance.  

Issues: 1) Trucks cannot stay in their lane and navigate either corner in either direction. 2) No fog line.  3) Right 
of way is only 40’ wide, standard is 60’.  4) Hill side is slowly sliding 5) No guard rail on South/West side.  6) This 
section of road requires county maintenance one or two times per year. 6) Many locations on Grip Road that 
will not allow a dump truck and another large vehicle (like a bus or fire truck) to pass at the same time. 



Description: A close-up of the S-Curves on Grip Road going up the hill toward the 
gravel mine entrance.  (East Bound)

Issues: 1) Trucks cannot stay in their lane and navigate either corner in either 
direction. 2) No fog line.  3) Right of way is only 40’ wide, standard is 60’.  4) Hill 
side is slowly sliding 5) No guard rail on South/West side.  6) This section of road 
requires county maintenance one or two times per year.



Description: A close-up of the S-Curves on Grip Road going up the hill toward the 
gravel mine entrance. (Going West)

Issues: 1) Trucks cannot stay in their lane and navigate either corner in either 
direction. 2) No fog line.  3) Right of way is only 40’ wide, standard is 60’.  4) Hill 
side is slowly sliding 5) No guard rail on South/West side.  6) This section of road 
requires county maintenance one or two times per year.



Description: Example of one of the slide areas. This location has been repaired multiple times. 

Issues: 1) Trucks cannot stay in their lane and navigate either corner in either direction. 2) No fog line.  3) Right 
of way is only 40’ wide, standard is 60’.  4) Hill side is slowly sliding 5) No guard rail on South/West side.  6) This 
section of road requires county maintenance one or two times per year.



Description: Final stretch of Grip Road to the gravel mine entrance.

Issues: 1) Entrance does not have the proper sight distance for trucks entering onto Grip Road. 2) No fog line.  
3) Right of way is only 40’ wide, standard is 60’.  4) Hill side is slowly sliding 5) No guard rail on South side.  6) 
This section of road requires county maintenance one or two times per year.



Description: West bound traffic on Grip Road can see the gravel mine entrance at 337 feet away.  Standard is 
445 feet.  

Issues: 1) Entrance does not have the proper sight distance for trucks entering onto Grip Road. 2) No fog line.  
3) Right of way is only 40’ wide, standard is 60’.  4) Trucks forced to stop prior to exiting Grip Road and entering 
the gravel mine will take time to clear the intersection while trying to accelerate uphill.  



Concrete Nor’ West Business Plan

200,000 tons of gravel removed and transported on an 
annual basis cannot be correct



Business Premise Provided by CNW
 200,000 tons of gravel removed and transported on an annual basis.
 34 tons transported per truck/trailer combination
 Creates 5,833.35 round trips per year
 Working days per year = 52 weeks * 5 days = 260 working days
 Creates 22.44 round trips per day
 (Based on 6 hours operation per day 9AM to 3PM, 30 hours per week)

Viewed as one-way trips
 11,765 one-way trips per year
 46 vehicle trips per day

Truck Needed to Complete
 Operating off peak hours - 9am to 3pm only (6) hours
 Creates (8) vehicle trips per hour 
 Takes 55 minutes per round trip. 
 Day starts 30 minutes prior to mine opening and ends 30 minutes after.  
 One truck completes (7.6) loads per day
 Need (3) Dump Trucks



Transportation Costs
 Transportation costs based on $75 per hour truck and trailer
 3 trucks * 35 hours per week * $75 hour =$7,875 per week
 $7,875 per week * 52 weeks = $409,500 per year

Questions
 Who works 35 hours per week during peak construction? 
 Why are operating hours listed as 9am to 3pm for the traffic impact but have been described elsewhere 

in the permit process as 7am to 5pm Monday – Friday, or Monday – Saturday, or 6am to 6pm Monday –
Saturday, or from dawn until dusk Monday – Saturday.  What are the real hours of operation?  

 CNW has stated that the mine hours and traffic are seasonal and market driven multiple times.  Why did 
CNW provide trip counts that exclude market demand and seasonal fluctuations?

 The Belleville mine on Old 99 opens between 5am and 8 am depending on seasonal fluctuations, so why 
would we believe the Grip Road mine will operate from 9am to 3pm?

 If CNW can purchase a portable rock crusher for $200k - $300k, why spend over $400k on 
transportation a year?  This is an added expense and does not make business sense. 

 If gravel is processed on site, mining setbacks from the edge of the property increase by 100’. Is the real 
plan to transport for offsite processing long enough to mine the additional set back area and then start 
processing on site?  This plan makes more business sense.  



Closer to Reality (Still understates Peak Trips)
 200,000 tons of gravel removed and transported on an annual basis.
 34 tons transported per truck/trailer combination
 Creates 5,833.35 round trips per year
 Working days per year based on 9-month year = 39 weeks * 5 days = 195 working days
 (No work Nov 15 through Feb 15)
 Creates 30.17 round trips per day (Based on 6 hours operation per day 9AM to 3PM, 30 hours per week)

Viewed as one-way trips
 11,765 one-way trips per year
 60.33 vehicle trips per day

Truck Needed to Complete
 Operating off peak hours - 9am to 3pm only (6) hours
 Creates (10) vehicle trips per hour 
 Need (4) Dump Trucks

Comments
 This simplistic view increases vehicle trips per day by 30%
 Is it unrealistic to see 12 to 15 trucks running during peak season?  This would create 182 to 228 vehicle 

trips per day or 26 to 33 vehicle trips per hour. 



If constructed today, what would Grip Road and 
Prairie Road look like?



Standard Used if Grip Road Were Built Today

Issue: 1) Grip Road does not look like this drawing.  2) Without additional right of way, Grip Road can never look like this.
3) Grip Road was not purposefully designed and constructed for the current level of traffic, adding significant dump truck 
traffic will only exacerbate existing issues and create new ones.  4) Need to perform a gap analysis to identify the gaps 
from as is state of Grip Road to this design.  Then determine what gaps we need to mitigate before allowing steady dump 
truck traffic on the road.  



Standard Used if Prairie Road Were Built Today

Issue: 1) Prairie Road does not look like this drawing.  2) It would be extremely expensive to bring Prairie Road up to this 
standard and is unrealistic.  3) Prairie Road was not purposefully designed and constructed for the current level of traffic,
adding significant dump truck traffic will only exacerbate existing issues and create new ones.  4) Need to perform a gap 
analysis to identify the gaps from as is state of Prairie Road to this design.  Then determine what gaps we need to 
mitigate before allowing steady dump truck traffic on the road.  



Are the “Experts” always right?  
• Inaccurate traffic flow information given to DN Traffic Consultants from Skagit County
• Incorrect stopping and entering sight distance values used in the preliminary traffic 

analysis by DN Traffic Consultants. Used the AASHTO guidelines for passenger cars 
only.  

• Traffic count data given to HDR had calculation errors.
• County data shows peak traffic count the same in 2019 as 2013?  How is this possible 

when the Skagit County “County Road Traffic Volumes” reports traffic volumes at 
Prairie and Old 99 increased from 2014 to 2018 over 14%.  Traffic volumes at Prairie 
and Grip  Road increased from 2014 to 2018 over 18%. 

• Were told by County employees that county roads were not intended for bicycle and 
pedestrian use but when the new Burlington Northern overpass opened one of the 
benefits of the project was “more room for bicycles and pedestrians”. 

Issues: 1) Looks like the “Experts” are not always right.  2) Experience shows details need to be verified.



Are the “Experts” always right?  
• Inaccurate premise in sound study and results. (Provided by CNW)
• 77% of adjacent property owners were not properly notified as require by law 
• County traffic engineer has made dismissive comments about community concerns 

with this proposed gravel mine
• CNW has provided incomplete and conflicting information throughout the permit 

process
• Gravel mine operating hours and truck trips per day data are inaccurately premised, 

calculated, and presented

Issues: 1) Looks like the “Experts” are not always right.  2) Experience shows details need to be verified.



Traffic Impact Analysis …
• Has a TIA been complete? No, a preliminary review was completed by DN Traffic 

Consultants

• Is a Level 1 TIA required?  Yes, if 25 or more peak hour trips are generated 

• Is a Level 2 TIA required? 
• Per Skagit County Road Standards, “A Level I TIA shall be expanded to a Level II 

TIA if any of the Level II warrants are met.” 

Of the seven items listed, we believe we meet number 6:
• If there exists any current traffic problems in the local area as identified by the 

County or a previous traffic study has identified high accident locations, poor 
roadway alignment or capacity deficiencies. 



What are some of the items a Level II TIA addresses …

Land Use in the Area:
• Current zoning, land use, densities, and occupancy in vicinity of site; 
• Approved development projects and planned completion dates within study area, 

including densities and land use types; 
• Other anticipated developments within the study area including an evaluation of 

potential additional development adjacent to the proposed development that could 
share the same access(s) to the existing county road system. 

Traffic Volumes 
• Current and historic daily and hourly traffic counts to verify traffic growth and peak 

hour times; 
• Recent intersection turning movement counts; 
• Percent of heavy vehicles, including trucks, buses and recreational vehicles; 
• Pedestrian and bicyclist counts when required. 



What are some of the items a Level II TIA addresses …

Demographics 
• Current and future population and employment within the study area by traffic zone (as 

needed for use in site traffic distribution and assignment). 
Transportation System: Existing and Future Conditions, and On and Off Site Conditions 
• Current road system characteristics, including number of lanes, land and shoulder 

widths, including differences between existing geometrics and current Standards, 
access control and traffic control devices; 

• A description of roadway geometrics, including horizontal and vertical curvature; 
• Roadway functional classifications; 
• Posted speed limits and/or free-flow speeds; 
• Traffic signal location, phasing, coordination and timing; 
• Existing congested locations within the study area as identified by the County or 

previous traffic studies; 
• Accident history for 3 years adjacent to the site, and on major roadway links and 

intersections within the study area; 



What are some of the items a Level II TIA addresses …

• Adopted local and regional transportation plans, including any future 
bicycle, pedestrian and transit plans; 

• Planned future roadways within the study area; 
• Planned future roadway improvements within the study area, identifying 

those with secured funding and those in planning stages; 
• Location of bus stops, service and usage; 
• Pedestrian and bicycle linkages and usage; 
• Available curb and off-site parking facilities;
• Any temporary anomalies in the current road system that would influence 

the data or outcome of the analysis, e.g. road construction; 
• Private and public schools in the study area; 
• Hospitals, police and fire stations in the area. 


